In a series of studies, a significantly large amount of helium (4,He/D, = (1-0.2)~10-~, D,: "fuel" :He: "ash") was clearly detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) as the deuterium nuclear reaction product ("ash") released from the highly deuterated palladium host-solid (Pd-black = 0.04 [p]: distributed 0.02 -0.06 [PI) that had produced large amounts of anomalous excess energy (200 -500 [hQ/cml) through long period such as 5000 [hrs], when it was heated in a high vacuum (=lo4 [torr]), high temperature (3000 [OC]).
Because the :He was observed only after each sample had been heated in a vacuum, in each case, the laws of physics require that this helium could not have diffused from any outside source other than the Pd metal sample. Also because helium was observed only after the sample was heated to a relatvicly high temperafure, in each case, it must have been trapped within an interior location of the sample. Because there is no known process that can account for the diffusion of the large amounts of 4,He into the interior locations of the various samples at the levels that were measured, the only possible explanation for the :He being trapped in this fashion is that it was trapped within each sample after it was first produced as the nuclear ash from an electrolytically induced (Cold Fusion) deuterium nuclear reaction.
To understand these results, the authors have constructed a theory, based upon a coherent process that is believed to be induced in highly deuterated Pd black crystals. In this theory, it is postulated that Cold Fusion is initiated through the formation of a Strongly Coupled Plasma CSC-Plasma"), reminiscient of the SC-plasma's that are found within stellar interiors. This postulate is consistent with the assumption that a deuterium nuclear reaction is initiated in a localized zone within a host solid, and it is indispensable that the deuterium be transformed coherently for at least a few picoseconds into a SC-plasma, which the authors refer to as a deuterium "coherent plasma" within the solid-state. It is also postulated that this "coherent solid-state plasma fusion" is initiated through a violent, localiid vibration of the lattice, which the authors refer to as a "Latticequake". This "Latticequake" is essentially accompanied with both of an intense electromagnetic turbulence and violently shaking electron cloud under a many body effect in coherent-state.
I) Indroduction:
Proof for a deuterium nuclear fusion reaction inside a solid must clear the two criteria as shown in 5ig. 1. Firct i? that &C h w t d i d iritiSL have continuously generated ii large mmnt of excess ewvE:-. Secncd is that there A I U S~ be "residual producrs" ( " 3~1 0 within the hmz solid co-responciing to the amount oi excess energy gen~raied. It. 1s well known that many past stiidies were not taken seriously up to now and did not still satisfy these two critical criteria.
In general, the most essential reaction product of the deuterium fusion reaction is considered to be helium, irrespective of the "well-known (Rutherford reaction) and/or unknown reactions"'.2'. In other words, when deuterium nuclear reaction take place inside solid-state, this helium should be abundantly stored as main "residual product" within the solid.
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ZCCF-6 October 13-18, 1996 Jq The first criterion for determining the existence of a nuclear fusion reaction inside solid is that a large amount of energy must be released f r o m highly deuterated solid, and the solid should be heated proportionally t o the number of fusion reactions that take place as shown in Fig. 1 (A) . The second criterion, there must also be large amounts of nuclear fusion products as a "ash" inside the solid corresponding to the amount of energy generated as stated i n the formula in Fig. 1 (B) It is well known that it is extremely difficult to dissolve helium in m e t a l~~*~t~) .
If helium does exist in solid metal, it must be the result of shooting helium that has been accelerated into a solid metal, as the results of p decay eHe from in P O x over long period) or as the result of a nuclear fusion reaction inside the metal. There is no naturally known case where helium exists inside solid metals. On the other hand, when helium exists inside solid metal, it is hardly ever released to the surrounding^^*^'. Helium trapped inside solid metal should be in a "frozen state" and tremendously accumulated within the solid proportionally with the increased number of fusion reactions, and it is released only when the host metal is heated to high temperatures5). It is simple to understand this helium plays a vital role in determining the existence of a nuclear fusion reaction within a solid.
When the well-known Rutherford type deuterium nuclear fusion takes place continuously in a solid, the reaction product will be both spontaneously emitted as "out-going products" of high energy light elements such as hn, ip, y and confined in a "frozen state" as "residual products" such as $He, and also $He as their end product, and moreover a large amount of energy released will drastically heat the solid. As a result, when Rutherford reaction takes place within a solid, :He and as "residual product" of primary reaction must be abundantly detected much more than secondary product $He.
On the other hand, when a large amount of $He is detected as a main "residual product" within a solid, it is clear that a new type of deuterium nuclear fusion reaction which directly produces :He take place inside the solid-state.
II) Proof of Huge Exes Energy within DS-cathode:
As first criterion for proof of "Cold Fusion", highly deuterated solid must have continuously generated a large amount of excess energy as follows.
Using closed cell system and DScathode in detail as s h o w in Fig. 2 over the past 4 years fi-om 1992, all of the DScathodes created the large amounts of excess heat. Fig. 3 shows the most important basic characteristic of this cell-system with Pt-anode and Ptcathode, that is cell power Qo -0 in lower input power and Q@ <O (negative in cell power) in higher input power over 100 [watt] (usual case in authors' experiment), and all of the excess energy data were obtained by only changing the Pt-cathode to DScathode. This shows principle of DScathode'). Leftside diagram shows principle of our measurement system i n which it is emphasized that the most important parameter is "Cell Power" Qo which includes "Excess Energy" 8 and "Cell Loss" QLoss as defined i n this diagram. This "Cell Power" is negative in essence, when no excess energy. This feature must be noticed. Rightside diagram is inherent feature of our 'closed-cell" and indicates the most important basic data using Pt anode and Pt cathode. Our usual experimental range is around 120-150 watts and "cell-power" is clearly negative w i t h about minus one watt as shown in this diagram. Our a l l data were obtained by only changing the Ptcathode to DS-cathode. Note: each total amount of excess energy included the eight samples used f r o m 1992 to now was almost same.
Generating pattern of each sample displays significant difference with chronological change, however, Pc-inner pressure inside DS-cathode which includes only both pure Pd-black and pure deuterium ("spillover deuterium"), can be rising up several thousands atmosphere [ a t m l by the phenomenon of the "spillover-effect". It serves as a one of the most important factor for generation of nuclear reaction. It is very i mportant phenomenon that the relation between Pc and Qo seems that the generation of excess energy was corresponding to Pc increased. Left side diagram demonstrates long incubation period, Ao-Bo range, which is explained by only "spillover effect", and it is called "spillover deuterium" when deuterium behaves under "spillover effect". Consequently, during this incubation period deuterium comes only to Pd-black rather than vacuum space such as "Particle Gaps". There are a principle of DS-cathode.
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Two kinds of DScathods were used, that is the closed type and open type as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Open type is used to measure an inner pressure Pc [atml of the DS-cathode. Inner pressure is one of the most important characteristic of DScathode as shown in Fig. 5 . It seems that cell power QO increases proportionally with Pc increased. Fig. 6 shows the "Spillover effect"; the most importaut characteristic of Pd-black. This effect overcomes against "Sievertz law" and serves to give high concentration deuterium for Pd-black, and especially first stage deuterium accumulates, does not in space of "particle-gap", on the powder surface and the interior over incubation period. This is a key action of Pd-black, especially when it becomes activated "atom cluster" with isolated and/or embedded-state, it displays violent action to mix instantaneously with almost same concentration of both atoms of host-solid and deuterium in "atomcluster" zone within @-lo5 atoms. 111) Proof of Large Amount of "Residual Helium" within a Solid: Before moving on to the second criterion, the measurement method and accuracy of the quadrupole mass spectrometer (''QMS) were devated first, in short, by setting the observed target mass in the region 3.954.05, repeated measurements enabled chronological description of the elements of this mass. There are two elements :He (4.00260) and :D, (4.02820) in this range. Deuterium always exists as the fuel, but if there is :He, a "coupled spectrum" with fD, will appear.
There are many difficulties, however, which need to be overcome in order to detect the "residual helium" being released from its "frozen state" within a host solid when the host solid is heated in a vacuum due to the nature of the process by which this helium is released. That is the problem of the "accuracy" and "reliability" of "QMS" system for "released helium".
There are two kinds of "pollutant gases" contaminating "QMS" detection zone, and it is "substantial pallutant" and "pollutant helium". Using "QMS" system, therfore, it must be extremely noticed that there exist certainly many "substantial pollutants" and especially "pollutant helium" inside "QMS" system, It is certain that "pollutant helium" will always exist in lubricant of molecular pump and/or non-metal materials, and if any body, hitherto, would did not take care this vital problem, such "pollutant helium" have been certainly mis-detected as hilium released from the cathode.
In order to study to accurate behaviors of "released helium", authors developed a new type "closed QMS" system which is entirely isolated from all other system including all exhaust system and constructed by only sample vessel, Getter pump and QMS vessel made by all stainless steel and metal packing, as shown in Fig. 7 . When highly deuterated sample includes "residual helium" is heated up high temperature, the "closed QMS" precisely detects the "released helium", and especially helium can remains in just the state inside the "closed QMS" any number of days.
As a result, "closed QMS" can measusre not only helium but even any elements released from the sample during heating up to melt from room temperature. Fig. 8 and 9 demonstrate chronological change of "Coupled Spectrum" GHe: DZ) that the "closed QMS" detected "residual products" which is released from highly deuterated sample during heated up to 1300 ["C] from room temperature, and it was obtained the ratio :He/D,-[lo-'] in this situation.
Many samples were measured by "closed QMS" and similar results to Fig. 8 and 9 were obtained with fully reproducible.
In "closed QMS" experiments, mass M, and M, were simultaneously detected in detail within "closed QMS". [A]) exists in the absolute majority and ;He is considerably less than "DH" as can h e understand from Fig. 10 (B) . If M3 is reaction product in Rutherford reaction, %He should be significantly larger than :He inside "closed QMS". As a result, it is demonstrated crucially as the first experimentally clear proof that new type deuterium nuclear reaction which directly produce ;He as a main reaction product, take place inside solid. .time
Principle of "closed QMS". Note: 1) "Released Gas" remains in just the state of any number of days; especially " H e l i u m " . 2) Repeatedly can detect t o reconfirm, any time. 3) Chronological change w i t h increased temp, can be perfectly detected. 
